Multimodal spectral control
of laser procesing with cognitive abilities

MAShES will develop a breakthrough compact imaging system for RT closed-loop control to ensure zero-failure in
laser-based manufacturing.
It will be built on a novel multispectral optics and multisensor arrangement in the VIS-MWIR spectrum. Temperature,
geometry, and speed will be imaged accurately and reliably. RT process control, and cognitive readjustment and
process quality diagnosis will be embedded.
A high-speed snapshot multispectral imaging approach to process monitoring and control has a high potential for the discrimination of
material properties and an accurate visualization of the real temperature.

TECHNICAL GOALS
With this aim, the following technical goals were defined:
Developing a compact and cost effective multispectral
imaging device
Multimodal operation of the system
Fast and accurate measurement of temperature
Implementation of the system in an embedded
platform
Implementation of a cognitive system to configure the
RT control and to perform the quality process
diagnosis
Embedded interoperability, compliant with CPS
operation in a cognitive 4.0 factory
Demonstration of the system in laser metal deposition
(LMD) and laser welding processes.
As a result, MAShES addresses the development of a
novel intelligent and self-adaptive system for continuous
and autonomous process control.

BENEFITS OF MAShES PROJECT
MAShES system expects to push forward imaging and RT
closed loop control technology, as key enablers to achieve
zero defects laser-based manufacturing. The achievement
of MAShES goals will impact different sectors: from metal
transforming, to automotive or aeronautics.
Besides LMD and welding, MAShES results may be also
applied to a variety of laser processes: cutting, drilling,
cladding, coating, hardening, marking, texturing or
machining; and different processed materials: polymers,
metals, glass, ceramics and composites.
MAShES will allow end-users increasing competitiveness,
and productivity, thanks to:
Reduction of reworking due to process control,
reducing laser cladding consumables and time
Reduction of dead times due to on line monitoring
instead of part inspection
Minimal configuration times in small batches as a
result of a cognitive approach to process setting
MAShES embedded control system will provide a compact
solution for reliable laser-based manufacturing.
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